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ABSTRACT
Mutations in the TCIRG1 gene, coding for a subunit of the osteoclast proton pump, are responsible for more than 50% of cases of human
malignant autosomal recessive osteopetrosis (ARO), a rare inherited bone disease with increased bone density owing to a failure in bone
resorption. A wide variety of mutations has been described, including missense, nonsense, small deletions/insertions, splice‐site
mutations, and large genomic deletions, all leading to a similar severe presentation. So far, to the best of our knowledge, no report of a
mild phenotype owing to recessive TCIRG1mutations is present neither in our series of more than 100 TCIRG1‐dependent ARO patients
nor in the literature. Herewedescribe an 8‐year‐old patient referred to uswith a clinical diagnosis of ARO, basedon radiological findings; of
note, no neurological or hematological defects were present in this girl. Surprisingly, we identified a novel nucleotide change in intron 15
of the TCIRG1 gene at the homozygous state, leading to the production of multiple aberrant transcripts, but also, more importantly, of a
limited amount of the normal transcript. Our results show that a low level of normal TCIRG1 protein can dampen the clinical presentation
of TCIRG1‐dependent ARO. On this basis, a small amount of protein might be sufficient to rescue, at least partially, the severe ARO
phenotype, and this is particularly important when gene therapy approaches are considered. In addition, wewould also recommend that
the TCIRG1 gene be included in themolecular diagnosis of mild forms of human ARO. © 2014 Italian National Research Council. Journal of
Bone andMineral Research published byWiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of the American Society for Bone andMineral Research. This is an
open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution‐NonCommercial License, which permits use, distribution and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited and is not used for commercial purposes.
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Introduction

Autosomal recessive osteopetrosis (ARO) is a rare inherited
bone disorder characterized by increased bone density

owing to failure in bone resorption by the osteoclasts. The
disease is genetically heterogeneous; at least seven genes are
involved in its pathogenesis.(1) The majority of patients bear
defects in the TCIRG1 gene, encoding the osteoclast‐specific a3
subunit of the vacuolar proton pump V‐ATPase, which is essential
for the acidification of the resorption lacuna and for vesicle
trafficking and fusion in the osteoclast. A wide variety of
mutations, including missense, nonsense, small deletions/
insertions, splice‐site mutations, and large genomic deletions,
has been described by our group and others, in reports dealing
with large series or single patients.(2–13) All the TCIRG1‐deficient
ARO patients described thus far have invariably shown a
homogeneous presentation, in which the bone defect is

accompanied by an important hematological impairment and
secondary neurological deficit (mainly blindness). Hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is able to rescue the disease and,
owing to the severity of the phenotype, is highly recommended
as therapeutic approach to be performed as soon as possible,
according to the European Group for Bone Marrow Transplanta-
tion–European Society for Immunodeficiencies (EBMT‐ESID)
guidelines (www.ebmt.org/Contents/About‐EBMT/Who‐We‐Are/
ScientificCouncil/Documents/EBMT_ESID%20GUIDELINES%20FOR
%20INBORN%20ERRORS%20FINAL%202011.pdf). Of note, no
report of a mild phenotype owing to recessive TCIRG1 mutations
is present in the literature to the best of our knowledge, whereas
intermediate forms of osteopetrosis have been associated with
biallelic or monoallelic mutations in other genes, such as
CLCN7(14,15) and PLEKHM1.(16)

Here we describe the extraordinary identification of a
homozygous, novel mutation in the TCIRG1 gene in a patient
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with a benign clinical picture, likely owing to the production
of a limited amount of the normal transcript. From a
translational point of view, this finding suggests that, when
gene therapy approaches are considered, a small amount of
protein might be sufficient to rescue the classical, severe ARO
phenotype.

Case Report

An 8‐year‐old patient was referred to us with a clinical diagnosis of
ARO. Shewas the only daughter of distantly related parents (fourth
degree consanguinity) born at term after an uneventful pregnancy,
without a familial history for the disease. The anterior fontanel
closed at 5 months. At 3 years of age she experienced a traumatic
bone contusion without fracture. Radiological investigation
performed at that time showed a generalized increase in bone
density and led to the diagnosis (see Fig. 1 for the most recent
X‐rays and also Supporting Fig. 1), also supported by the bone
biopsy taken 1 year later. When she was 4 years old, she had
an accidental tibia fracture that healedproperly. Dentitionoccurred
normally, the only dental defects at present (8 years) being caries.
She displays neither growth retardation, nor hematological or
sensorial defects; most recent laboratory investigations show
normal blood counts and normal levels of calcium, phosphorus,
alkaline phosphatase, and parathyroid hormone. She complains of
bone pain but is not receiving any specific therapy and leads a
normal life for her age: she attends school, plays with other
children, and rides a bike, the only precaution being no sport
activity. Overall, the clinical picture can be considered benign,
despite the early presentation.

Materials and Methods

Samples

Clinical data and specimens, including blood and DNA samples,
were collected from the patient and her parents after informed
consent. The latter includes also the permission to publish her
photo in this article. This research complies with the standards
established by the Independent Ethical Committee of the
Humanitas Clinical and Research Centre.

Molecular studies

The molecular analysis of genes known to be responsible for the
different types of the disease (TCIRG1, CLCN7, PLEKHM1, RANKL,
RANK, and SNX10) was performed by amplification and direct
sequencing of exons and intron‐exon boundaries as de-
scribed.(5,14,16–20) The mutation nomenclature conforms to
www.hgvs.org/mutnomen.

The effect on transcript processing of the mutation found in
TCIRG1 was verified at the cDNA level with the forward primer
9912F 50‐GCCTGGCTGCCAACCACTTG‐30 in exon 14 and the
reverse primer 5R 50‐CATCGGAGCTCCAGCCATT‐30 in exon 17,
using the following thermocycling conditions: initial denaturation
step at 94°C for 3 minutes, followed by 34 cycles of denaturation
at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 62°C for 30 seconds, and
amplification at 72°C for 30 seconds. The PCR product was cloned
in the TOPO TA Cloning plasmid vector (Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA, USA), according to the manufacturers’ instructions.
Individual clones were sequenced using the T7 forward primer.

In silico studies

The effect of the mutation identified was predicted using the
software Alternative Splice Site Predictor ASSP (http://wang-
computing.com/assp/) and Human Splicing Finder, Version 2.4.1
(www.umd.be/HSF/).

Results

Based on the mild clinical presentation of the patient, we initially
performed the molecular analysis of genes that, according to the
literature, can lead to a benign phenotype or to a spectrum of
severity (CLCN7, PLEKHM1, RANKL, RANK, and SNX10); however,
we could not find any nucleotide change. Surprisingly,
sequencing of the TCIRG1 gene led to the identification of a
novel nucleotide change in intron 15 (c.1941þ 5G>A) at the
homozygous state in the patient and at the heterozygous state in
both of her parents (Fig. 2A). This nucleotide change was
predicted to importantly affect the strength of the constitutive
donor site of exon 15 using two bioinformatics tools. Indeed, in
many diseases mutations at position þ5 within the 50 splice site
consensus sequence are pathogenetic.(21) In order to verify the in
silico prediction, we cloned the PCR amplicon spanning exons 14
to 17 of TCIRG1 produced from the patient’s cDNA, picked 57
independent clones, and analyzed them by direct Sanger
sequencing. In this way we showed that indeed the mutated
allele generated multiple aberrant transcripts through abnormal
splicing: eight of them retained intron 15, 30 clones used an
alternative GT donor sequence within exon 15 of which 13
skipped exon 16, and one clone used an alternative donor site
within exon 14 losing part of this exon (Fig. 2B; Supporting Fig. 2).
However, and more importantly, we found that a non‐negligible
number of clones (18/57 clones) displayed the normal sequence;

Fig. 1. X‐rays of the patient at 5 years (upper left panel) and 7 years of
age, showing a diffuse increase in bone density and bone deformities.
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Fig. 2. (A) Sanger sequencing chromatograms showing the nucleotide change found in the patient at the homozygous state and in her parents (only one
is shown) at the heterozygous state. (B) Schematic representation of the transcripts deriving from themutated allele; besides different products of aberrant
splicing, the wild‐type transcript can also be generated.
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overall, the amount of the normal transcript could be grossly
estimated to constitute about 32% of the total transcript
produced.

Discussion

Clinically benign osteopetrosis is usually inherited as an
autosomal dominant trait (ADO) associated with mutations
in either the CLCN7 or the LRP5 gene.(22,23) A novel de novo
heterozygous missense mutation in the TCIRG1 gene has been
recently described in a Japanese patient initially reported
as affected by ADO II(24); however, information regarding
parental consanguinity and ethnicity of the family and
demonstration of the putative dominant effect of that amino
acid change were not provided by the authors. On the other
hand, although the data in this patient do not appear to be
conclusive, they might be in agreement with a previous finding
in mice.(25)

In the context of recessive forms of osteopetrosis, our data
represent the first report of a mild phenotype due to recessive
TCIRG1mutations in the literature, to the best of our knowledge.
We demonstrated that the molecular mechanism at the basis of
the moderate severity of the disease in our patient consists of an
incomplete splicing defect: the limited amount of correctly
spliced mRNA coming from the mutated alleles would allow for
the production of the small amount of protein that is sufficient
for dampening the clinical outcome. A similar finding has been
reported in the pathogenesis of other diseases, such as
congenital factor XIII deficiency, ZAP70 deficiency, and abeta-
lipoproteinemia.(26–28) However, in TCIRG1‐dependent ARO this a
very rare event because, in our series of more than 100 patients
bearing mutations in this gene, no such phenotype was present
in more than 30 different splicing defects, including eight owing
to mutations outside the canonical GT/AG consensus se-
quence.(2,5,8,13) Our finding is even more unexpected, based
on the involvement of the nucleotide position affected in
spliceosomal assembly.
Our results widen the clinical spectrum that may arise from

recessive mutations in TCIRG1, demonstrating that, even though
extremely rare, mild forms of TCIRG1‐dependent ARO exist, so
this gene should also be included in the molecular workup of
intermediate cases. In this regard, the possibility to exploit whole
exome sequencing in the genetic diagnosis of atypical cases
should be considered in order to speed up the analysis.(29–31) In
addition, our finding supports the hypothesis that, when gene
therapy approaches are considered, a small amount of protein
might be sufficient to rescue the severe ARO phenotype to a
considerable extent, thus avoiding the need for obtaining high
expression efficiencies. If this holds true, a satisfactory efficacy
could be obtained without vector modifications aimed at
achieving more robust gene expression.(32) Recently, encourag-
ing evidence of viral‐mediated correction of ARO in preclinical
studies has been obtained,(33,34) and we hope our finding may
foster implementation of this promising therapeutic approach.
However, a moment of caution should be spent considering the
young age of the patient and the possibility that the disease
manifestations worsen with age; thus, a longer follow‐up will
likely allow drawing definitive conclusions.
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